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DYNAMITE
® Results

DYNAMITE® Letters of Excitement!
Submitted by Various DYNAMITE

® Representatives

RELEASE, RELAX AND

TRANQUIL

“My friend Lydia came to visit and while she was here, she

had this cough. I asked if it 
was allergy related and she said

that she didn't think so because it hadn't gone into any-

thing. She said that she was unable to take a full breath. I

suggested Release whenever she began to cough. She tried

it and while we were sittin
g there, she said "That is th

e

first f
ull breath I have been able to take in a long time." I

gave her the Release and told her to keep on using it.

Again, another example of how DYNAMITE® works.

Another situ
ation that I would like to share is

that our Australian Shepherd, Mattie, in the past year has

developed a fear of popping noises, like fire crackers,

bubble wrap and crowds. She gets extremely nervous

and wants to hide. I decided to try some Tranquil

both during one of those moments and before she

goes to a soccer game with us and lo and behold,

she handles the situation much better. I im
ag-

ine Relax would have the same effect. Thanks

DYNAMITE®!”

-Andrea Purdy,  DYNAMITE® Manager, CO

I LOVE DYNAMITE®!

“You know, I think people always resist new things until they are desperately in need and they are willing to try anything - then
depending on how that "something" helps them in their moment of need determines if they are going to go back to that or not. 

It was like that with me and DYNAMITE® - I always knew it was good stuff but I didn't really have to use it at the time. But
this past week since I have been using it regularly - I LOVE IT!! It's so powerful - the problem isn't fixed yet but I already feel
completely different than I did last week - I have whole new set of symptoms which are definitely more mild - it feels like I just went
to a deeper level, and it only took a few days rather than weeks. Thank you for introducing me to DYNAMITE®, Gretchen!!!”

-Joy Labadie, CO (The daughter of CO distributor Susan Labadie), submitted by Gretchen Topel, Senior Silver Director, CO

WOUND BALM &RELEASE“The horse that had the inflammation in the pastern

region is responding beautifully to the Wound Balm and

the Release. The owner can't believe it and neither can

the doc who I referred the case to! She just went in for

her recheck and progress is impressive. No bute! No

DMSO! No steroid injections, which, unfortunately, is

what [the other clinic] was doing to her. So that is a 

success story! Thanks again!”
-Courtney Diehl, DVM, DYNAMITE® Supervisor, CO


